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Let *X* be a Banach space, and let *Ω* be a nonempty closed convex subset of *X*. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ d(x,S)^{\lambda}\leq\bigl[f(x)\bigr]_{+}, \quad \forall x\in a+\delta B_{X}, $$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$[f(x)]_{+}=\max\{f(x), 0\}$\end{document}$. We say that *f* has a *λ*-order global error bound *τ* if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$a+\delta B_{X}$\end{document}$ in ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can be replaced by the whole space *X*.

Error bounds play an important role in convergence and perturbation analysis of some algorithms and mathematical programming \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. In the last twenty years, many researchers studied error bounds and obtained a lot of interesting results; see the survey papers \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\] and the references therein. However, these results are mainly concerned with error bounds in the case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\lambda=1$\end{document}$. Recently, Huang \[[@CR4]\] considered higher-order error bounds for strongly convex multifunctions. Huang \[[@CR5]\] and Huang and Li \[[@CR6]\] also considered mixed-order error bounds for gamma paraconvex multifunctions. Zheng and Ng \[[@CR7]\] studied Hölder weak sharp minimizers, which closely relate to error bounds for lower semicontinuous functions.
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                \begin{document}$f: X\rightarrow\mathbb{R}\cup\{+\infty\}$\end{document}$ is said to be a difference (DC) function if *f* is the difference of two (convex) functions. Many nonconvex optimization problems are difference structure optimization problems. In 2012, Le Thi, Pham Dinh, and Ngai \[[@CR8]\] studied error bounds for DC functions in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we give some notions. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we establish sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence of higher-order error bounds for difference functions with set constraints in terms of nonsmooth analysis tools.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============
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Let *Ω* be a closed convex subset of *X*, and let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Main results {#Sec3}
============

In this section, we assume that *X* is a real Banach space unless stated otherwise, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 3.1 {#FPar1}
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We now give necessary conditions for the existence of higher-order error bounds for difference functions.

Theorem 3.2 {#FPar3}
-----------
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Proof {#FPar4}
-----
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Corollary 3.1 {#FPar5}
-------------
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Proof {#FPar6}
-----

The conclusion directly follows from Theorems [3.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and [3.2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} by taking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 3.3 {#FPar7}
-----------
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Proof {#FPar8}
-----
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We now give an example to illustrate Theorem [3.3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}.

Example 3.1 {#FPar9}
-----------
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Theorem 3.4 {#FPar10}
-----------
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----

Suppose on the contrary that there exists a sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{ \Vert x_{k}-u_{k} \Vert ^{m}}{k}\geq{}& f'(u_{k}) (x_{k}-u_{k})+\frac {1}{2!}f''(u_{k}) (x_{k}-u_{k})^{2}+\cdots \\ &{}+\frac{f^{(m)}(\theta_{k}x_{k}+(1-\theta _{k})u_{k})}{m!}(x_{k}-u_{k})^{m} \\ \geq{}&\frac{f^{(m)}(\theta_{k}x_{k}+(1-\theta_{k})u_{k})}{m!}(x_{k}-u_{k})^{m}, \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ that is, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{(m)}(\bar{x}) \bigl(v^{m}\bigr)\leq0. $$\end{document}$$ This contradicts ([3.16](#Equ17){ref-type=""}). The proof is completed. □

We now give an example to illustrate Theorem [3.4](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}.

Example 3.2 {#FPar12}
-----------
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Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

In this paper, we establish two existence theorems of higher-order error bounds for difference functions and an existence theorem of higher-order error bounds for *m*th-order smooth functions. Moreover, the coefficients in Theorems [3.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}--[3.4](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} can be calculated. It is interesting for us to consider higher-order error bounds for DC multifunctions.
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